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Alarm 1 

 

wet sizzle of tyres. liverspot  

leaf pasted pavement. space  

raiders only 20p. clunk  

rustle recycling bag patio.  

dyed red hair outside  

premier stores. purple pop. 

boy goldfished in backseat. 
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Alarm 2 

 

drops of streetlight on my  

glasses. pixel drips on mobile. 

mists gust round building. 

diagonal drippers pulsed from  

gutter. rain in headlights. 

tv noise. paving crackles like  

bracken kindling. puddles fizz. 

gnat static sparks. 
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Alarm 3 

 

now as pavement  

dons its fur of  

fucking hate em  

fucking dirty cunts  

try and talk to you  

like they fucking  

know you like this  

is the 16:22 service  

to merthyr tydfil 
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Beep 

 

sega melodies plinking thin 

over chuffing snares from 

mobile. know what i’d like to 

play. paperboy. brings back 

memories dont it. i werent 

that bad on it really. blinky 

bleeps collecting things. bubbly 

woops a jump. i was playing 

on it all day well next morning 

yeah. tick turrrrick tick tick 

through letters type highscore. 

tattooed arm hood up swings 

a videogame case. said come 

on up like that I said aye. 
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Bicycle 

 

polo wrapper ripped and  

soggy. living room noise of  

vacuum kid gorilla grunting. 

white cat slinks between 

railings. jelly cola bottle 

tongues curled on pavement. 

hi-hats snip through net curtain. 
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Bobble 

 

when i have a couple of pints i  

cant remember the lyrics. sip  

the froth. 1 pound 50p 20p 10. 

theres a button on the thing. 

nah hes got some fucking. that  

would do my head in that would. 

if i could fucking with a fucking  

mask on. yeah but if you put it  

in your pocket it looks like you’ve  

got a fucking hard on. a really  

long thin fucking hard on. i was  

fine i was just no i mean. 
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Breeze 

 

automatics peel open a dry 

rubber kiss. i turn. kid in 

karate whites swigs from sport 

flask framed by spotlights 

within. cars twang first gear 

out of the car park night. 

engines snore like waves. 
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Bright-eyed 

 

fanbelt squeals like tape 

rewinding. condensation 

glass crepe paper blinds. 

sallow glower of ceiling. 

the nightclass traipse 

cradling files. karate  

kids mouthcrunch 

punch fx. brownbrick 

shadows stalk. 
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Buzzer 

 

crumpled greggs in a bt booth. 

proper grey day. the word 

pontypridd glides bulb-dotted 

in orange. in kfc girls suck 

sleepily on straws. id'd in the  

chinese store on a cooking  

wine charge. birchtrunks tan  

under streetlights. on headlight  

waves my shadow-head bobs 

across the roundabout sign. on 

train my clementine spits at  

berlusconi. 
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Captain 

 

woolly beerbelly peeps 

over doorstep. lone red 

ember on smokers ledge. been 

spoilt again have you. beer 

varnish lounge of burgundy 

velveteen. flat cap chews on 

his lips. 
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Chat alert 

 

crutches clink. sniff cod vinegar. 

bhurka girl on mobile in the 

crate yard behind premier. 

end of terrace a light. an orange 

square. KEBABS PIZZAS  

BURGERS. 
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Clock alert 1 

 

arrowed down a channel of 

cones. the bulb chute. yellow 

machines scoop sand. men in 

hard hats and luminous suits 

convene in the crater. tinkle of 

drill butting rock. 
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Clock alert 2 

 

silver tarmac. pepsi canister. tracksuit astronauts. 

jackdaw fans a twirl from slate to cable. cars 

cackle through puddles. sodium-amber. tyre-

canalled lanes. felled wheelie bin. lit-up empty bus 

heaves a corner. to let boards flag. poster flakes 

on lamppost. leather pavement. my shadowlegs 

tow backwards. slow-motion headbeams. billows 

fill my hood. 
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Clock alert 3 

 

windscreen sugared pavement 

damp lolly stick bit cucumber 

slice dope waft at crossing 

blue hoodie grey joggers do  

you know what kappa puffa  

drill chatter what if they dont  

speak what if they dont phone  

what happens then yeah u can  

do top-ups anywhere herby  

bread subways im not even  

gonna say pushchair roller  

rattles thats funny thats funny  

innit 
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Delays 

 

dawn on drainpipes 

pavement weekend kebab salad droppings  

toast smells from under raincoat 
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Electronic 

 

patrol car slithers down mill st 

housepop bounces out of taxi rank 

gurnjaw cradles the sondico leatherball 

scaffold surgeons shave the bridge’s girders 
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Email 1 

 

yellow diamonds in the night. 

tinny in the arctic sun. pops a 

white stick cigarette in her 

mouth. and we’re standing 

side by side. men on the library 

roof. 
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Email 2 

 

tiles like smokers fingernails 

rust-crumbled screws 

telephone symbol on sticker 

rain sweat 
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Eternal  

 

apricot static wafts 

bulbs nest on hazes of rain-fog 
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Flight  

 

lucent swells. 

spray pricks my face. breeze-pronged pips of white 

against the concrete overpass. 

trains melt into platform. tubes. capsules. lime lit 

porthole squares. 

the brakes. the dissonant flutes. 

street-blubs, fat and fluorescent, float through amniotic 

glass. 

a tiny folded foil. wrigleys. clench my cold toes. 

sellotape perfumes. 

rain-light rays tusk out. the glow-bruised platform. 

blackunderwater. bulbbubbles. 

lounge lamps through nightie curtains. long logs of light 

hang under warehouse roof. 

sungold oyster crest gleams. 
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 cress bubbles through brick. tubes of water between 

pavings. rain worted aluminium. 

 sewer lids slug-jellied wet. 
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Happy-go-lucky 

 

pin dusk - glance up the trolley dusk, red card in 

device - T E Streets - grey dusk, red letters - marge 

in from the swing music of tills - enter the pin 

device - S C O - i charge in from the streets and try 

to adjust my prize between forefinger and thumb - 

glance up the corridor of margarines - tilt forefinger 

and try to adjust my pace to the trolley dawdler - 

swing-pong music of margarines - E S C O - enter 

the ping-pong music of folded cardboard - tilt for 

the best beforefinger - stretch round a shelf 

stacker’s cage of tills - tilt for the best before - 

stretch round a shelf stacker’s cage of folded card 

into chip and thumb - insert cardboard - tilt for the 

corridor of tills - swing music of folded card into 

chip and thumb - i chargarines - swing my prize 

between for the trolley dawdlers - enter the ping-

pong music of tills - insert cage of folded letter - 

swing my prize between forefinger and thumb - 

insert card into chip and pin device - enter the 

trolley dusk, red letters 
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Horizon 

  

rain snows through 

headlights. 8-foot man 

with baggy-armed walk. a  

salty malty walkers shatters in  

my mouth. hooded girl face 

bluelit by phone. carrier of  

apples twisted round my  

wrist. i trail the brakelight 

jam up broadway. 
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In the mood 

 

cryo shuttle. steam greasy 

windows. we look at each 

other’s shoes. the glittery lino 

eyelids drop. eyeballs cold. we 

drowse toward the city. faces 

contorted in sleep. 
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Kalimba 

 

puddles frilled by streetflares. 

van wheels skin the bend. drills 

clink. pink spray pours through 

spotlight. night lakes the valley. 
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Low bell 

 

mashed potato roast potato 

yorkshire pudding said come 

back in an hour blabla so uh 

and really busy and shoeshops not 

opening on a monday well my 

friends my friends who i went 

to school with 
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Message 1 

 

squeezy voice bird in brambles 

seagull gargles a laugh im by 

the orange shop less than 5 

minutes hes just popped round 

the corner thats all 
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Message 2 

 

come away from there then 

why you punching the men for 

rain on mobile screen army 

jacket with dog youve done 

nothing but get on my nerves 

since you got out of school 

well theyve fucked themselves 

havent they oh fuck definitely  

its the same fucking thing with  

them every season not being  

funny but its the same thing  

every season chopra yeah  

michael chopra ipswich no  

im on the train going home im  

on the train just left porth now  

i got minutes got a family pack  

thing alright then buddy no  

worries 
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Message 3 

 

sirens lapping distance i climb 

the ramp from llwynypia 

station   suzuki wheelspins out 

of dirtyard   hi-vis hoodie 

powerhoses truck   robin song 

rain 5:30pm 
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Message 4 

 

cars hush along pigeon hoot 

terrace   damp pizza box 

dunlop spokes splayed   lager 

bottle windowsill   mayonaised 

burger in bus shelter   college 

brownbrick   green litterbins 

no smoking sign   bleach smell 

firehose 
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Message 5 

 

jackdaws beak-spear 

featherbellies   bar-brawl down 

roofslates   glovepuppet banter 

scuse me butt do you know the 

way to mcdonalds   peach-faded 

hoodie leans from car window 

digger tracks on cement moon 

car park   socksticky feet 
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Message 6 

 

youve got a really nice batch of 

people you know especially 

with gaynor being head of 

talent you know what i mean 

yeah yeah yeah yeah yeah well 

yeah yeah ok mate well ive got 

to go because my phones 

about to die   who was that 
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Message 7 

 

dusk blushed graig   eyes burn 

homeward   students two-arm 

iceland sacks   keys jingle 

empty lunchbox   birds ribbon 

out calls   beantin polystyrene 

tray plastic fork dogshit 
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Message 8 

 

crucifix tippexed on the back of 

his trenchcoat   wind turbines 

on the hills   rain filled 

takeaway tray salad slivers 

float   fingers in baccy pouch 

rizzla between lips 
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Message 9 

 

leekes launches NEW   COW 

etched into seat   vinegar smell 

of damp clothes   my glasses 

are steamed up now   drips on 

window   rows of metros   so 

um   sketches her make-up in 

compact mirror   when i 

phoned her last time   yawns 

into twilight paperback takes 

out her phone   dont she 

yknow   fuzzy outlines of trees 

listen im on the train now and 

im not arguing with you ok 

umbrella on floor   tin of 

celebrations in co-op carrier 

heads reflected in ceiling 
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Mystic 

 

spring haze on fringe blue tit 

chur orange fag end excuse 

me do you know where tower 

street is gravied cartons 

smashed koppaberg african 

students in shirt-and-sweaters 

i cross the iron bridge all the 

different leaves the taff 

tableclothed tight by the weir 
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Mystique 

 

strepsil chill   aeroplane 

scratches sky   its me its rose 

im nearly into town i cant 

remember if i locked my door 

cars peel off from crossing 

hard hats and dark glasses 

nice whats nice in ponty put a 

bomb in it   sellwood gravel 

scoop   bracelets and keys 
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Nokia tune 

 

tyvec supro   scaffold pipes 

mesh against aero-trail blue 

these baking sewers   satellite 

sombreros shrink down terrace 

i dont remember anything only 

thing i remember is nicholas 

cage has got a fake tan 

chocice wrapper seethru 

council sack bertolli spread lid 

im not fat at all butt wanna see 

how much weight ive lost 

pigeon feather on rusted 

stanton ductile   i must have 

been quite young 
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Nostalgia 

 

brazil flip-flop snagged in taff jetsam 
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O sol 

 

pistachio pavement. mcdonalds 

salt satchet. bramble ivy trails 

front yard wall. dandelions 

tuft. cycle wheels purr-tinkle. 

taxi scuffs curb-puddle. leaf 

blown flickers. 
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Play by ear 

 

rose on her neck oh my  

mother got her tattoo yeah 

she had the cream but she 

made a few faces lonsdale cap 

union jack heart badge pink 

nike swoosh 
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Polaris 

 

hairdryer hoover. cif bottle 

windowsill. strimmer grates 

concrete. car brushes 

roundabout. hammer echoes 

lengthen. sparrows squirt 

chimes. cigarette stub 

knuckles. A470 breathes. 

i sneeze. sunny smoke. 
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Ring ring 

 

can top pools aluminium light. 

needles brown in tar crisp 

grain. wier like urine. 

sunglasses wool hat plastic 

bag. barman outside the red 

lounge lights fag and pegs out 

laminated letters. schoolgirl 

hoods coat on head like a cape. 

fumes mist the terrace. 
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Signum 

 

cement pillars spraytag ‘gipsy’ 

A470 curves overhead cars 

strung horns steep cilfynydd 

sliproad corrugate concrete 

cliff face lampposts stretch 

seagulls nest on floodlight 

clusters scatterings of cones no 

road markings ramp ahead 

caution raised ironworks 

temporary road surface RAMP 

black rock hillside meshed 

back ribbed wall a concrete fin 

great white metal sail black 

jellyfish diagram of roads 

splayed tentacles sliproad a 

slide cars toboggan down 

plastic fumes barrel tubs of 

dead daffs digger bent-necked 

metal swan 
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Silver  

 

canal path. metalmesh barrier 

tilts into the flood. no access. 

sainsburys construction 

compound. men in tangerine 

spacesuits walk the scaffolds. i 

cross the taff. fat muddy delta. 

leafy branches brush. bottles. 

bits of stick. down the hissing 

A470. 
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Solo 

 

briquette smoke 

sellotape squeaks 
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Stack 

 

cola table. brollied weedyard. 

last nights rain pimples 

binbag. baywindow bedspring 

livingroom. radiator. alarm 

pips. no birds. siren down on 

broadway. closes boot. co-op 

greenbags. clunkclicks keylock. 

kerb slug. 
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Starsign 

 

breezed lakeskin gluewrinkles. 

liquid newspaper rustle. 

sandmossfur branch wobble. 

skywhite zebrastripes melt. 

featherfloats. 
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Steely 

 

dusty aluminium. tyre smell 

heat. an ant crawls on dairy 

milk wrapper. whitenoise 

river a frosted glass crumble. 
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Tender 

 

creak-clink of coathangers. 

cottonfresh air-con. spotlights 

on glass. ceiling radio. mirror 

columns. speckle squares. 

plastic statue woman. 
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Tinker 

 

fuck off. you just got out then did 

you. nuffing. she havent made no 

effort at all. have you seen it. 

theyre stinking butt. oi come up 

the dog. see you later love. theyve 

offered me a years salary. 

donkeys years right and he 

said ah. got change of four 

pound fifty love. steamroller 

him post him back through the 

letterbox. im hungry i am. 
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Topic 

 

3am cars sound like planes 

only a faint bay of road visible 

its tarmac glows like sand 

intermittent headlights round 

the bend waves of sound wash 

through air muted metal rolls 

shimmer the sheet the tank of 

dark 
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Trill 

 

4am blackbird squiggles sky 

navies in above the hills first 

two white squares the cricket 

boards then the pitch 

emeralds up out of black 
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Unia 

 

rubbery jumbos lined up under 

the lights. night rain sizzles. 

vinegar and fat. eastenders on  

a tiny telly. box of wood forks. 

stack of polystyrene trays. 
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Venture 

 

mountain bike laundry  

veranda. antiseptic glim of  

stairwell. indicator clack.  

keybunch windchimes. lidl bag  

bus shelter. pelican green  

plexiglass. gear stick jacket  

rustle. beams coin speedsigns.  

streetlight wetbrick. catlight  

airstrip. 
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Xylophone 

 

frogpaws pat plastic. eyes all 

pupil. swerve the buggy 

through crackling drainpipe  

wheelie bin pringle tube. my 

hoodshadow on your mouthing 

face. orange rain bubble film. 
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Yellowish 

 

iceblue sky. washing-line  

hillside. plumes stretch from a  

silver speck rising vertically  

from behind the hills.  

helicopter silently moving  

between yellow winter cirrus.  

headlights hush along 

broadway. wash of waves.  

high heels clip tarmac under  

pink lamps. nick cleggs  

forehead fills a flatscreen living  

room. upstairs poster bedroom.  

kid smoking on front steps  

spits. birdsong trickles from  

trees. 
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